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Title Board members Suzanne Staiert, Jason Gelender , and 

Frederick Yarger (hereinafter “the Board”), by and through undersigned 

counsel, hereby submit the Opening Brief of Title Board. 

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 

Whether the Board properly refused to set a title because the 

proposed initiative had more than one subject? 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

 Dan Chapin (hereinafter “Proponents”), seeks to circulate 

Proposed Initiative 2015-2016  #24 (“#24”), to obtain the requisite 

number of signatures to place a measure on the ballot to enact Article 

XXX of the Colorado Constitution, which creates the “Colorado Elector 

Bill of Rights.”  Proponent submitted a final draft of #24 to the Board on 

April 3, 2015.  Exhibit A.     

 The Board conducted an initial public hearing on April 15, 2015, 

at which it declined to set a title because it found that #24 violated the 

single subject rule.  Exhibit B.  Proponent timely filed a motion for 
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rehearing on April 22, 2015.  Exhibit C.  A rehearing was held on April 

23, 2015, at which the Board again declined to set a title because it 

found that #24 violated the single subject rule.  Exhibit B.  Proponent 

timey filed a petition for review with this Court on April 29, 2015.  

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

 Measure #24 would create Article XXX of the Colorado 

Constitution, which would be a “Colorado Elector Bill of Rights.”  

Exhibit A.  As explained by “Section 1.  Purpose and Findings,” the 

purpose of enacting Article XXX is “to ensure all possible legal electors 

are treated as fairly and have as equal voice in all issues or contests 

concerning elections as possible.  This shall include but not be limited 

to: right to vote, equal voice or opportunity for public comment, ability 

to compete for public office, freedom from undue influence, freedom 

from outside influence or interference, freedom from propaganda, and 

freedom from undue hardship in exercising their right to vote.”  Exhibit 

A, at 1.  The measure purports to accomplish this purpose by imposing 

various taxes and oversight fees on all contributions, loans, or income 
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received by issue committees, Colorado political action committees, or 

campaign committees (collectively, “committees”) deemed “not in the 

interest” of the Colorado electorate due to failure to comply with all of 

the Article XXX requirements for such committees.  Exhibit A.   

The measure also purports to accomplish this purpose by imposing 

sweeping reforms on the following aspects of elections:  (1) 

communication by, contribution and spending limitations on, and 

reporting requirements for committees; (2) requiring all candidates and 

committees to be available for and participate in open public debate 

that complies with certain format and timing specifications; (3) 

requiring proponents of ballot initiatives to participate in open public 

debates;  (4) requiring opponents of a ballot initiative to register with 

the Colorado Secretary of State and circulate petitions to gather a 

certain number of signatures to indicate the existence of sufficient 

public support for the opposition of that ballot initiative; (5) voter 

registration requirements, as well as the processes for challenging voter 

registration and maintaining Colorado’s voter registration list; (6) 
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limitations on the General Assembly’s ability to enact legislation that 

affects the conduct of elections; (7) authorizing electors to petition the 

General Assembly to enact laws changing the conduct of elections; (8) 

contribution and spending limitations for political parties and political 

party committees; (9) establishing penalties for political parties and 

political party committees that are deemed “not in the interest” of the 

Colorado electorate due to failure to comply with all of the Article XXX  

requirements for such entities; (10) imposing fines on any committee 

deemed “not in the interest” that fails to pay taxes required by Article 

XXX, as well as personal liability for such fines on the principals of such 

committees; (11) imposing fines and imprisonment on “any individual, 

group, organization, or committee that fraudulently portrays 

themselves as supporting a candidate or other committee to interfere 

with their standing of In the Interest[;]” (12) imposing fines on “any 

government official, elected representative, or government employee 

that fraudulently misrepresents [Article XXX] or public information 

required by” same; and (13) requiring the creation of “a reliable source 
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for checking the truthfulness and accuracy of statements made in 

Colorado elections and campaigns” known as the “Colorado Public Fact 

Check.”  Exhibit A.  

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT  

 As proposed, #24 contained more than one subject.  Indeed, as 

explained above in the Statement of Facts, #24 contained at least 

fourteen separate subjects.  As such, the Board properly refused to set a 

title for the measure because #24 violated the single subject rule.   

ARGUMENT 

I. THE MEASURE CONTAINS MULTIPLE 

SUBJECTS. 

Proponent contends that the Board erred by not setting a title 

because #24 contains only one subject.  For the following reasons, the 

Court should reject this contention.  
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A. The single subject rule. 

The Board must abide by the single subject rule when considering 

proposed initiatives.  Indeed, Colo. Const., art. V, § 1(5.5), states: 

No measure shall be proposed by petition containing more 

than one subject, which shall be clearly expressed in the 

title; but if any subject shall be embraced in any measure 

which shall not be expressed in the title, such measure shall 

be void only as to so much thereof as shall not be so 

expressed.  If a measure contains more than one subject, such 

that a ballot title cannot be fixed that clearly expresses a 

single subject, no title shall be set and the measure shall not 

be submitted to the people for adoption or rejection at the 

polls. 

 

(emphasis added).  Colorado law further prevents the Board from 

setting a title for a measure that contains “incongruous subjects… 

having no necessary or proper connection, for the purpose of enlisting in 

support of the measure the advocates of each measure, and thus 

securing the enactment of measures that could not be carried upon their 

merits.”  § 1-40-106.5(1)(e)(I), C.R.S. (2014).  Likewise, the Board cannot 

set a measure that would cause surprise and fraud to be practiced upon 

the voters.  § 1-40-106.5(1)(e)(II), C.R.S. (2014).           
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A proposed measure violates the single subject rule if “it relates to 

more than one subject, and has at least two distinct and separate 

purposes that are not dependent upon or connected with each other.”  In 

re Title, Ballot Title and Submission Clause for 2005-06 #55, 138 P.3d 

273, 277 (Colo. 2006) (“#55”);  In re Title, Ballot Title and Submission 

Clause for Proposed Initiatives 2001-02 #21 and #22, 44 P.3d 213, 215 

(Colo. 2002) (“#21”).  In contrast, a proposed measure that “tends to 

effect or to carry out one general objective or purpose presents only one 

subject.”  In re Ballot Title 1999-2000 #25, 974 P.2d 458, 463 (Colo. 

1999).  The single subject rule serves to prevent both the joinder of 

multiple subjects to secure the support of various factions, and voter 

fraud and surprise.  In re Title, Ballot Title and Submission Clause for 

Proposed Initiative 2001-02 #43, 46 P.3d 438, 442 (Colo. 2002) (“#43”). 

B. Standard of single subject review by 

this Court. 

Whether a proposed initiative contains a single subject is a 

question of law that must be determined by the Board before it 
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exercises jurisdiction to set a title.  In this case, the Board denied the 

title setting request because #24 did not constitute a single subject.  

Exhibit B.  As such, the Board’s decision is subject to de novo review by 

this Court.  See In re Title, Ballot Title & Submission Clause, & 

Summary for 1999-2000 #219, 999 P.2d 819, 820-22 (Colo. 2000).   

In determining whether the single subject requirement has been 

satisfied, the Court will not address the merits of a proposed initiative, 

interpret it, or construe its future legal effects.  #21, 44 P.3d at 215-16; 

#43, 46 P.3d at 443.  However, the Court may engage in a limited 

inquiry into the meaning of terms within a proposed measure if 

necessary to review an allegation that the measure violates the single 

subject rule.  #55, 138 P.3d at 278.  To do so, the Court will “examine 

sufficiently the initiative’s central theme to determine whether it 

contains a hidden purpose under a broad theme.”  In re Title, Ballot 

Title and Submission Clause for 2007-08 #17, 172 P.3d 871, 875 (Colo. 

2007).  Through its exam, the Court will “determine unstated purposes 

and their relationship to the central theme of the initiative.”  #55, 138 
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P.3d at 278.  If the unstated theme is consistent with the general 

purpose, the single subject requirement will be met.  Id. 

C. Application of the single subject rule 

to #24. 

The Board correctly refused to set a title because the measure, on 

its face, had multiple subjects.  The first is to impose taxes, fees, and 

penalties on candidates and committees that fail to comply with all of 

the requirements and limitations established by Article XXX.  The other 

subjects span far beyond the scope of the first to encompass a multitude 

of other election-related issues, including but not limited to voter 

registration, activities by opponents of ballot initiatives, and limiting 

the ability of the General Assembly to enact laws that affect the conduct 

of elections. 

The additional subjects of #24 have a “distinct and separate 

purpose[]” from the first subject – regulating activities by candidates 

and certain committees – and the multiple subjects are “not dependent 

upon or connected with each other.”  #55, 138 P.3d at 277.  Rather, they 
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are wholly unrelated and independent subjects that require separate 

voter approval.  Indeed, the inclusion of so many subjects in the 

measure very likely would have caused surprise to the voters if the 

Board had set a title for #24 – a result that must be avoided.  § 1-40-

106.5(1)(e)(II), C.R.S. (2014).   

As a result of these legal defects, the Board properly declined to 

set a title for #24.                 

CONCLUSION 

 For the above-stated reasons, the Court should affirm the Board’s 

determination that #24 violated the single subject rule.  

DATED:  May 14, 2015. 

 

CYNTHIA H. COFFMAN 

Attorney General 

 

 

   s/  LeeAnn Morrill       

LEEANN MORRILL, 38742* 

First Assistant Attorney General 

Public Officials Unit 

State Services Section 

Attorneys for the Title Board 

*Counsel of Record 
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